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What do the JPC want to do?

The JPC as it currently stands forms part of a building which was originally

a much larger premises, that opened out on to the town centre market

place.

This ‘front’ part of the building was purchased by Mid Suffolk District Council

(MSDC). Reuniting the building has been a long term aspiration for the JPC

since its inception in 2009 and that prospect now exists. The opportunities

are significant. As well as the possibilities for future growth, expansion and

longer term sustainability there are opportunities for: creating a more ‘living’

and vibrant frontage into the marketplace at the centre of the town;

contributing a more bohemian feel to the night-time economy; drawing

visitors into the town; and providing a physical home for the virtual John

Peel Archive.

We really now need support to help us in further identifying how we can

utilise this space and maximise community engagement, involvement and

ownership of this central location in the town, whilst ensuring long term

sustainability of the project.

It is an opportunity for the JPC to play an even stronger role in raising the

aspiration and confidence of the local people through active participation in

creative and cultural activities.

We want to unite the buildings and create a cultural hub in the heart of

the town centre.

The above text is taken from the Strategic Development Opportunity document

produced by The John Peel Centre for the Creative Arts, that formed part of the

initial briefing document for this project.

Site location plan

The building at Church Walk

11

Market Place

C
hurch

W
alk
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Section 1 of this document envisions what the expansion of the John Peel

Centre into 11 Market Place might look like and what benefits it could bring to

the JPC and Stowmarket.

Section 2 is a brief overview of the history of the two buildings - as a vehicle

to inform the future design - and a focus on the feasibility and potential of 11

Market Place for use by the John Peel Centre.

Section 3 explores the physical attributes of both the Market Place building

and the Church Walk buildings and is a record of the two buildings as they

currently stand.

Section 4 reviews a number of design options to explore the spatial potential

of the two buildings when reconnected, both in the short and longer terms.

The appendices at the rear consider content and programming that is

specific to physical space. It also considers how the physical spaces of

venues are represented through media, such as online videos.

The work in this document is the result of a close collaboration with the JPC

team.
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Section 1

VISION

Illustrations of JPC’s occupation of 11 Market Place.

“In creative placemaking, partners from public, private, non-profit, and

community sectors strategically shape the physical and social character of a

neighbourhood, town, city, or region around arts and cultural activities.

Creative placemaking animates public and private spaces, rejuvenates

structures and streetscapes, improves local business viability and public

safety, and brings diverse people together to celebrate, inspire, and be

inspired. In turn, these creative locales foster entrepreneurs and cultural

industries that generate jobs and income, spin off new products and

services, and attract and retain unrelated businesses and skilled workers.

Together, creative placemaking’s liveability and economic development

outcomes have the potential to radically change the future of towns and

cities.”

Creative Placemaking by Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa

The principles of creative placemaking align closely with the shared vision

for the JPC’s expansion into 11 Market Place, and illustrates the great

potential for the JPC to make a significant contribution to Stowmarket by

diversifying use and activities and introducing cultural and civic life to

the high street, thereby invigorating the local economy.

11 Market Place offers the John Peel Centre an opportunity for a much

needed new front of house area. This public facing space and entrance for

the JPC would add to the visitor experience, increase their programming

capabilities, allow them to showcase their values and grow their identity.

In order to broaden their audience reach and to be more visible, and

accessible to the local community, the JPC need to make the most of their

physical space - we can all enjoy culture from the comfort of our sofa and so

what makes us want to go out to specific venue? It has to be an engaging

and sociable place to be and this is achieved by good planning and design.

The new unified building should be a dynamic, evolving space that will allow

the JPC to reach its full potential to create a venue that has far-reaching

impact as well as being somewhere that Stowmarket can be proud of.
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“We want to unite the buildings and create a cultural hub in the heart of the town centre.”

Text source: Strategic Development Opportunity document produced by The John Peel Centre for the Creative Arts
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Market Place

The centre of Stowmarket. The JPC can spill out into the public space and ...

...provide entertainment

...put on public art exhibitions

...organise street food events in collaboration with MEAL

...put on screenings of music or film in collaboration with The Regal
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Market Place The activities of the JPC can spill out into Market Place animating the high street,

creating interest and a permeable public interface with the JPC. The ground floor

space will be open, inclusive and a welcoming entrance to the JPC.
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Front of house reception area

The JPC reception and box office sells tickets for events and

activities at the JPC as well as other local and regional venues. It also

has displays of other arts and cultural information and sale of

merchandise.

“When booking some tickets for the cinema, I noticed a poster

advertising a gig for an interesting young band playing at the

JPC next month ”

Additional event spaces

The main ground floor space is to be opened up to create a large

space in which the JPC can test their programming ideas in

consultation with the public in real time. The Market Room will be a

flexible space with a variety of seating, tables and activity specific

pop-up furniture to facilitate a variety of uses.

“I popped into the JPC and heard a great poetry reading. Have

you been to the new John Peel Centre building?”
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Main ground floor space facing Market Place

A large public facing room. This space will become...

...a light and bright social space with windows connecting the space with Market Place

...a flexible community space

...a reception area/ box office with display space for merchandise

...a venue for lunchtime performances
...a display space
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Additional event spaces

Permanent displays and rolling exhibitions of rich visual references to

John Peel’s legacy and his context in music history will enhance and

heighten the pre-show experience for the audience, and be an

engaging insight to those who want to know more and be inspired by

John Peel.

“John Peel meant such a lot to me and the exhibits are a perfect

mix of inspiration and nostalgia.”

Green Room/ back stage area

The addition of a dedicated green room area for bands and

performers will allow the JPC to expand their potential to appeal to

touring bands and promoters. Whilst not in use the Green Room can

be open to the public to view a ‘wall of fame’ and see the collection of

items donated by visiting bands.

“Looking around the green room I could feel the aura of some of

the great artists that have performed at the JPC. The

photographs reminded me of just how many fantastic

performers have been there”
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Additional event spaces

The first floor Assembly Room offers huge potential for multiple uses

including as a second venue, hire, audio visual studio, backdrop for

the creation of more digital video content to name but a few.

“Such a bright and beautiful space, filled with a sense of

history, lots of natural light and big views looking over Market

Place.”

Office and Storage Space

Much needed office and storage space will be provided by the

Market Place building. This type of space is essential to facilitate the

growth of the JPC.

“Having a dedicated office space has given us the space to

focus on growing the great work that we do here at the JPC.”
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Assembly Room

A large voluminous room full of natural light. This room will...

...be an excellent backdrop for the staging and

recording of intimate performances

...accommodate a JPC vinyl collection

...be a place of display

...accommodate smaller buildings within the large single

volume such as a small recording/ radio studio. The height

of this space means there is potential to create an addition

floor level within the volume
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The drawings on this and the following page are simple concept

drawings of how the two building could look once connected.

The notable difference between the two options is the position

of the stage within the main auditorium space.

A new covered passage would

allow movement between the

spaces avoiding the need to

use the doors adjacent to the

stage if this were undesirably by

causing a disruption to the

performers

Basement Floor_Proposed_Version 1 First Floor_Proposed_Version 1Ground Floor_Proposed_Version 1

1

1
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Basement Floor_Proposed_Version 2 First Floor_Proposed_Version 2Ground Floor_Proposed_Version 2
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Section_Proposed_Version 1
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The building will bring people and life to Market Place making an

important contribution to the night-time economy of Stowmarket

As existing
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Section 2

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF THE MARKET PLACE AND CHURCH WALK BUILDINGS
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1835

Corn Exchange and Assembly Rooms built at the cost of £3000 raised in

£25 shares. Shares were sold between 1836 and 1892. This Shareholders

Register is held at the Suffolk Records Office in Ipswich.
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1886

1844

Steverson Confectioners registered in White’s Directory of Suffolk

as occupying the shop at the entrance of the Corn Exchange,

Market Place.

1851

Architectural drawing of the Corn Exchange by Frederick Barnes

illustrates a design for the Stowmarket Corn Exchange. The

proposal has very similar decorative trusses to those later built but

the trusses are shorter and the roof is shown as glass, without the

Dutch gable form and with no windows shown to the walls.

1855

Steverson Confectioners still registered in White’s Directory

of Suffolk.
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1871

1.3

1.5

1.4
1.3

A photograph showing the left-hand bay of number 11

showing a glazed window at ground floor level. An awning

is located at the head of the window. The ventilation grille

beneath the window suggests that the ground floor

construction is suspended timber.

The elevation to what is now the TSB building is stuccoed

whereas the current elevation is finished in red fair-faced

brickwork at first and second floor levels, and stone at

ground floor level.

The photograph shows the elevation at number 11

finished in fair faced brickwork at ground and first floor

levels.

1.4

This drawing is dated 1851 and is therefore assumed to

be the design of the original Corn Exchange before its

demolition in 1872. The drawing is attributed to F. Barnes.

1.5

This sketch is dated 1845 and shows an awning, signage

and a window. We can find no evidence to suggest that

the ground floor has ever been occupied by anyone other

than a commercial tenant.

Of the Corn Exchange, the press wrote in 1870:

“The Corn Exchange which is paved with stone, has

a glass roof, which in wet weather leaks very much

like a sieve. Consequently, during the winter months

none can attend any entertainment in it without being

subjected to great discomfort and running great risk

of a severe cold. In this place there is another great

drawback, for there are only seats for about 150

people, so that when there is anything ‘coming off’,

the Secretary has to discharge the insidious duty of

running about and borrowing stools and chairs from

all parts of the parish. The want of a good lecture hall

has long been admitted, and should any lover of the

town, who has plenty of money, ever erect one, he

would confer as great a benefit as could be well

bestowed on Stowmarket”.

According to Pevsner’s guide to Suffolk West: The

Buildings of England, the Corn Exchange (Corn Hall)

was rebuilt in 1872. It was designed by Frederick

Barnes with white and red brick decoration. Barnes

also built Stowmarket rail station.
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1.6 1.7

1897 1.6

Scene of celebrations of the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria.

The parish pump was removed from Market Place in 1902.

The signage above the ground floor windows at number 11

reads, ‘The Noted Boot Stores’.

1.7

Note the centrally located arcade passage positioned in the centre

bay of the facade at ground floor level.

Signage to the pediment above the first floor windows at number 11

reads, ‘Second Hand Furniture’.

Samuel Pluck Gentleman’s outfitters shop opened on the

ground floor of the 11 Market Place building in c.1895.
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1903 1.8

The Ordnance Survey map of 1886 (shown previously)

describes the site as being, “Corn Exchange and Assembly

Rooms”. This map describes it as the site of the Corn

Exchange.

The map indicates a central passage through to the rear of

the building with demarcated separate commercial units to

the north and south. It is presumed that access to the first

floor was via the passage.

1.8
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1900s 1.9

Pluck’s awnings adorn all three ground floor bays of the

building. The lefthand side awing reads, “Boot Factor”, the

central awing reads, “Tailor and Outfitters”. The word

“Hatter” can be seen on the awning to the right. Signage for

the YMCA can be seen mounted on the pilasters at first floor

level.

Note that the building to the right - that is now Barclays Bank

- is two storey with an additional floor in the roof.

This photograph is dated 1910.

1.10

With the awnings retracted, the centrally positioned arcade passage is

revealed together with timber framed glazed shop fronts. Note that the shop

fronts have been replaced and the railings at first floor level run the full

width of the building. It is assumed that the railings were removed and

melted down during the war. Note also that the TSB building now has a

brick facade.

1.9 1.10
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1900s 1.11

We assume that the central access from Market Place connected to entrance

doors within the panelling shown in elevation on this photograph. The windows

above presumably benefitted from the light well however, if this was the case

then it is unclear on what the people behind are being supported. The vertical

pipe in the centre of the image is the flue from the heating device.

1.11
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Infill brickwork

1.12

Article from an EADT supplement dated 02.06.1981.

1.13

A photograph of the ‘Void’ taken in 2019 on the left compared with

an enlarged section of the photograph from the previous page

taken on the right. The markings on the walls in 2019 correspond

with the older image. The current brickwork shows signs of the

bond being ‘broken’ where the later infill brickwork was

constructed.

1.13

1.12

1.14

A sign is positioned above the first floor central window and reads,

“Co-Operative Hall” in this photograph dated 1912. Note that there

is no cupola to the roof.

In 1920, Samuel Pluck’s shop was destroyed by fire and

never reopened.

1900s 1900s

1.14
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1.15

The ground floor of 11 Market Place was remodelled by the architect

JA Sherman for the National Provincial Bank in 1927 and this was

likely to have included the internal plasterwork and the staircase

arrangement. The ground floor facade was re-clad in ashlar stone with

door openings to the left and right-hand side bays.

1900s

The first floor brickwork is now finished in stucco, the pediment

remodelled and the cupola added. We speculate that the basement

and concrete ground floor structures were created at this time, and

perhaps the construction of the partitions in the Assembly Room.

1.16

The Corn Exchange closed floor trading in 1966. It is assumed that the set of

entrance doors to the right-hand bay were removed and infilled when the National

Provincial Bank and Westminster Banks merged in the 1970s to become NatWest.

The ground floor partitions may have been installed at this time.

1.15 1.16
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Masonry wall finished with lime plaster Modern steel beam

Modern stud partition Concrete lintel (wider than
existing door opening

Unidentified solid ‘block’Modern masonry construction

Cornice Type A

Cornice Type A

Cornice Type B

Cornice Type B Plaster Cherub Plaster Cherub Modern steel beam

Plaster Cherub

A

A

B

B C C 4 6

C

Passage to Corn Exchange
and Assembly Rooms

Passage

Passage

BankShop Unit Shop Unit

Ground floor layout and entrance pre-1927
as an existing reflected ceiling plan with overlay

Ground floor layout and entrance when converted to NP Bank
as an existing reflected ceiling plan with overlay

Passage to Corn Exchange
and Assembly Rooms

All subject to confirmation on site Layouts are conjectural based on our site inspection

There is an unidentified solid ‘block’ to the centre of the

plan behind the southern bay. Our preliminary inspections

suggest that this could be a remanent of a partition wall

that formed the passageway to the Corn Exchange. This

idea is partly supported by the fact that some of the

masonry is finished using lime mortar – suggesting historic

construction – with new masonry construction being

finished using a cement-based render and plaster skim-

coat.
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1970s

Aerial photograph of the Corn Exchange taken in the early 1970s. A single storey

building can be seen to the right-hand side of the Church Walk building.
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1972

A large area of buildings to the south of the Corn Exchange are demolished to

make way for a new shopping centre and library complex.

2000s

Church Walk building purchased by Stowmarket Town Council.

2013

John Peel Centre opens its doors.

1972

Glazing to the upper part of the Corn Exchange roof can still be clearly seen, as

can the chimneys to the southern east and west corners.

1986

Corn Exchange Hall reopened as Movieland cinema and later a

Pool Centre.
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Section 3

THE TWO BUILDINGS AS THEY CURRENTLY STAND

John Peel Centre11 Market Place
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The John Peel Centre For Creative Arts, Church Walk
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John Peel Centre, Church Walk , main venue Space

The Corn Exchange building underwent extensively

renovation and alteration works in 2013 to become the John

Peel Centre for Creative Arts.

The main venue hall is a voluminous space with exposed

ornate metal roof trusses and an elegant procession of tall

and narrow window openings.

The building has good access with level threshold access, a

lift to the mezzanine level and a wheelchair accessible WC.

JPC have advised that during the renovation works

foundations were installed for a possible future mezzanine

walkway to run east west on the south side of the main hall.

Note that subject to site survey, we believe that the JPC

mezzanine floor level is lower than the first floor level to the

Market Place building.
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1 Main venue space

4 First floor bar

7 Box office

2 The ‘Void’

5 First floor bar

8 Entrance lobby

3 Side passage/ means of escape

6 Entrance lobby

9 Entrance lobby/ doors to WCs

John Peel Centre, Church Walk

Various Internal Spaces
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11 Market Place
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Locality

The former NatWest bank building fronts on to Market Place,

the principle and historic centre of Stowmarket. This presents

the occupier of the building with the opportunity - and also the

obligation - to actively participate and contribute to the life of the

Market Place.

The large paved area in front of the building is used by market

stall holders on certain days as well as for other special town

events. This external area should be viewed as an asset to be

utilised by the JPC.

Front Elevation

The architectural facade has been designed in a classical style

and presents a formal and austere elevation to Market Place.

The proportions of the first floor reflect the grand and lofty

space behind, with the ground floor elevation reading as more

stocky in appearance. The windows at ground floor level are

relatively small with stone mullions, and the composition of the

ground floor elevation conveys a sense of defence. The

windows generally have fixed glazing with a number of opening

fanlights above. It is unknown as to whether the opening

windows are operational.

The upper floor has three tall glazed openings that allow views

through to the ornate interior of the first floor. Each opening is

fitted with a metal balcony railing.

At street level the paving forms a ramped access entrance to

the ground floor.

The bank building is a grade II listed building of historical

importance to the townscape.

The building is described as follows in its listing;

Mid C19. Brick with ashlar front, c1930 ground floor. Slate roof.

Two storeys in three bays. Ground floor with three four-light

cross casements, the northern one adapted as an entrance.

Rusticated stone blocks between with shields bearing

monogram of National Provincial Bank. Three C20 French

windows to first floor opening onto wrought-iron balconies

separated by Ionic pilasters rising to moulded parapet. Hipped

roof with cupola.

As the building is listed, any proposed alterations to the fabric

will need to be sensitively designed and carefully justified, and

listed building consent will need to be granted prior to any works

being undertaken.

MSDC have obtained pre-application advice from their planning

and heritage team, and this has been recorded in the appended

document dated 11th April 2019.

The pre-application advice notes the heritage value of the

building and the sensitive setting. Any external signage will

need to very carefully considered and decals to the window and

banner signage are unlikely to be acceptable as they would be

visually incongruous.

Market
Place

11
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AA A

Outline A Outline BDemise of property at 11 Market Place

Property boundaries, rights to access, etc., to be confirmed by the property owners

JPC currently licensed to use the ‘Void’ spaceDemise of property at Church Walk

Church Walk

Market Place

Party Wall (assumed)
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Party Wall (assumed)

B B

Between the 11 Market Place building and the current JPC venue, there is a space

known as ‘The Void’. This space was part of the original Corn Exchange building that

now forms the JPC however, it is now part of the demise of the Market Place building

in part – we assume – because it accommodates a means of escape from the first

floor level of this building.

Basement Floor_Existing First Floor_ExistingGround Floor_Existing
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Basement

We assume that the basement was constructed in the 1920s when the

building was converted for use by the NPB. It comprises of three rooms; a

lobby, a main strong room with a safe and a front strong room.

The front strong room runs the full width of the building. It is a narrow

space that would be difficult to use for any other purpose than storage.

There are patches of damp to the front elevation walls. The main strong

room is fitted with a safe and this will be difficult to remove from the space.

The retention of the safe is perhaps desirable as a record of its past use.

Both strong rooms are fitted with heavy security doors and the main strong

room has the addition of a metal barred door.

The lobby space accommodates incoming mains electrical and gas

services together with other electrical installations. There is an under-stair

cupboard that accommodates the motor for the document/ money lift.

The basement rooms all have low floor to ceiling height and have no

natural light or ventilation. Given its use, we imagine that the walls, floor

and ceiling are all constructed in heavy masonry and concrete for security

purposes. Therefore, the formation of new openings/demolitions will be

more difficult than typically encountered. Some of the walls are constructed

with a finished face of half-bond and as noted above, this perhaps suggest

their construction in the 1920s.

There is a hatch cut-out in the ceiling above the lobby area.
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Entrance to the ground floor is currently through two sets of

double doors located in the northern bay of the front elevation.

The external, inward opening, set of timber doors – held open

during hours of operation - appear to date back to the

refurbishment in the 1920s.

Internally there is a more modern internal set of glazed doors

that form a small entrance lobby. These doors open into the

space and are fitted with automated openers.

The decorative finishes to the walls and ceilings are in good

condition and of heritage value.

The floor structure at ground floor level appears to be concrete

and we assume that this was installed when the building was

originally converted to be a bank. The floor is currently finished

with a mixture of vinyl and carpet and beneath this there is a

mix of screed, self levelling compound and herringbone timber

parquet flooring.

If fully opened up, the main front space is of generous

proportions with a high ceiling.

Ground Floor

The main ground floor space has been crudely sub-divided by

NatWest to form two small offices and corridors.

The ceilings in the main space are coffered with the down-stand

beams fitted with cornice. The raised sections of flat ceiling

appear to be formed of lath and plaster. The cornice in the main

space at the front of the building is ornate and the cornice to the

rear room and the passageway is simple in design.

Areas of suspended ceiling have been installed to conceal

mechanical and electrical services above in certain rooms.
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Ground Floor

This is the single room office to the rear of the ground floor with

a large low-cilled sash window overlooking the car park to the

adjacent property (TSB bank). There is a recessed bookshelf in

the wall between this room and the front main space and this

suggests that there was originally a doorway connecting these

spaces.

There is a WC at ground floor level accessed from the rear

room, but it is not wheelchair accessible.

The upper photographs show the two smaller offices located at

the south end of the main space. The rear office has no

windows.

The lower photograph is of the main space looking towards the

entrance doors. The cut-outs in the wall fitted with the pictorial

vinyl were for cash/ depositing machines.

The spaces are heated via a mix of hot water radiators and air

conditioning units.
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Ground Floor

Centred on the rear of the main space is a

document/ money lift between ground and

basement levels. The enclosure is clad in

painted timber with a decorative domed

roof. We assume that the lift may have

been part of the historic National Provincial

Bank fit-out in 1927 and therefore has

some heritage value. A more

contemporary lift mechanism has been cut

into the original lift enclosure. It is not clear

if the lift is still operational.

There are a pair of plaster cherubs at

ceiling level positioned each side of the

opening framing the lift and basement

staircase.

The basement stair is open to the ground

floor main space corridor and winds

around the lift enclosure. There is a head

room pinch-point on the lower steps which

is only 1.9m high.

The wide corridor to east of the main space leads to the

staircase serving the first floor as well as the doorway that

accesses the ‘Void’ between the two buildings. The

position of this access door offers the best opportunity to

connect the JPC with Market Place building and there is

evidence that this opening was once wider as the concrete

lintel visible on the external elevation extends past the

existing door reveals. The widening of this opening would

also benefit the architectural sense of this connection and

be more in keeping with the proportions of the corridor.

The stair to the first floor is of generous width with metal

balustrading and a dark timber handrail. The staircase is

enclosed by glazing at first floor level. There are existing

windows at first floor level that open onto the lightwell and

the staircase would benefit from the reintroduction of

natural light.

Advice given by Thermatech (Fire Safety Consultants)

suggests that the existing Georgian wired glass to the

partitions at first floor level will need to be replaced for fire

safety reasons. The doorway to the head of the stair is

narrow and opens across the landing. This is not ideal in

terms of fire safety and if a lobby were introduced at the

foot of the stair, this situation could be improved and

perhaps the need for replacement glass omitted.

The narrow light well to the rear of

the Market Place building is

accessed via the door to the right-

hand side of the staircase. The

light well is within the footprint of

the original Market Place building

and accommodates AC ductwork,

soil and rainwater pipes and

manholes.

A number of windows open on to

the light well at ground and first

floor levels however there is no

natural light because it has been

roofed over. The wall forming the

Corn Exchange building is finished

in white glazed tiles, presumably to

reflect the light. This wall was likely

constructed when the Corn

Exchange was rebuilt in 1872.

There is great potential for the

lightwell to be opened up to allow

natural light back in to the rear

spaces of the Market Place

building following the removal of

the redundant ductwork.
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First Floor The main first floor assembly room is entered via a pair of centralised glazed

double doors. The space has a very high vaulted ceiling with decorative

plasterwork to both it and the walls. Three large glazed windows fill the space

with lots of natural light. The French windows are metal framed and open

inwards with small Juliette balconies formed with ornate metalwork. The

windows offer lovely views over Market Place.

The assembly room would have originally been a single volume running the

full width of the building with the entrance doors being centred in the wall.

There is a balcony above the entrance doors and this is currently accessed

via a ceiling hatch located in the WCs.

Heating pipework and other services are concealed in low-level perimeter

boxing.

We assume that the smaller rooms to the north of the plan were formed as

part of the conversion in the 1920s, not least because of the continuation of

the plaster panelling to this partition. The front space is filled with light,

however the rear space is windowless with no ventilation.

The room has a grand scale and is a heritage asset to the town.
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1 Front office

5 Kitchen

9 Principal room 10 Principal room 11 Principal room

6 Landing 7 WCs 8 WCs

2 Rear windowless office 3 Landing 4 Office doors

First Floor
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Section 3

DRAWINGS OF THE EXISTING BUILDINGS



45Basement Floor_Existing First Floor_ExistingGround Floor_Existing

Void Void
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John Peel Centre11 Market Place

Existing Long Cross Section Through Both Buildings

A 3D computer model of both buildings has been constructed
and can be used for the further development of the design
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Section 3

DRAWINGS AND INFORMATION BY OTHERS



These are construction drawings for the current JPC venue dated 2011, produced by Martindales

These are survey drawings for 11 Market Place produced by KLH architects in 2019



Sketch proposals by KLH Architects

Visualisation of the Market Place elevation First floor plan showing office/ studio space First floor plan showing function room/ additional bar area

Ground and first floor plans Ground floor plan showing bar/ restaurant with separate entrance to JPC

and first floor level

Ground floor plan showing bar/ restaurant with access to first floor via a

reconfigured staircase. A completely separate entrance to JPC is shown

These sketch proposal drawings were commissioned by Mid Suffolk District Council in 2019

Note that these proposals do not include lift access within the bank building.



There are a number of operation and maintenance manuals for

number 11 Market Place and these are stored on site.
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Section 4

PHASE 1 PROPOSALS

TESTING IDEAS OF HOW THE BUILDINGS CAN BE USED TO INFORM THE JPC’S DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR BUSINESS PLAN
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Introduction

It is recognised by all parties that occupation of the Market Place building by the John Peel Centre should happen sooner rather

than later. This is for many reasons not least that the JPC need extra space to facilitate the growth in their operations to make the

long term feasibility of the Market Place building sustainable. This and other reasons for why occupation should happen as soon

as possible are highlighted in the main report.

By taking early ownership of the building and spaces, the JPC can open their doors, build momentum and buzz with a phased

approach and start a ‘live’ consultation process to test their visions in real time. This type of approach means that the

public can be actively involved and influence the development of the spaces whilst actually occupying and using them.

The above approach would allow the JPC to test - in a lower risk way - a number of supplementary offerings to the main venue

space, such as a pop-up pre-gig food to improve the night-time offering in the town centre, and simple daytime refreshments

within a public arts space.

To this end, the following pages contain design proposals to get the JPC in occupation and to open the doors to the public.

This section also includes information relating to the procedures in connection with the building project together with budget

costings.

Salient ambitions of Phase 1

• The short-term occupation of 11 Market Place building whilst fundraising is being undertaken for the more involved
conversion works.

• To provide an opportunity for a much needed front of house space for the JPC and strengthen the connection to Market
Place.

• To provide a large space in which the JPC can test their expanded programming ideas with a broader audience, in real time.

• To provide a connection from Market Place into the main venue space.

• To provide improved green room/ back stage arrangements for bands and performers to expand the potential.

• To provide a backdrop for the creation of more digital content.

• There is the potential to facilitate a small increase in audience capacity.

• To provide much needed office space for staff allowing operations to become more efficient.

• Other flexible spaces that complement the current venue will be available for hire.

These aims will be delivered by:

Ground Floor Level

Decluttering windows and entrances and maximising
transparency of the glazing increases connectivity
between the street and the building.

Stripping out superfluous partitions, suspended ceilings
and mechanical and electrical installations to reveal the
architectural qualities of the ground floor main space.

The creation of a flexible main space in the front of the
Market Place building at ground floor level to allow the
JPC to test their vision as part of a ‘live’ public
consultation process.

It is proposed to design a number of pieces of bespoke
furniture that allow the easy transformation of the space
for different uses. Some of the current uses proposed
include the following:

Bar and cafe space both for daytime and evening use

Additional performance space with the facility to create a
small stage within the space

A box office for the sale of tickets on behalf of the JPC
and other organisations

A tourist information point consisting of the display of
traditional paper brochures together with electronic media
accessed via tablets (iPads) for use by the public.

Exhibition boards for the display of art work and other
media.

Beyond the main space, the rear room is proposed to be
used for a variety of activities, for example; hires, pop up
retail space or as a children’s playroom. This space can
also be used as a cloakroom for larger events when
needed.

In addition to the existing WC, a new accessible WC is to
be formed.

The existing light well is proposed for bar storage and
could accommodate beer barrels for example.

A new green room/ storage area is proposed in the
existing ‘void’ space between the buildings. This will have
a direct connection to the existing stage.

A lobby is to be formed between the ground and first floor
for the purposes of fire safety, with new door openings
created to connect the Market Place building with the
existing JPC venue.

First Floor Level

The main assembly room is to be used for hires where full
accessibility is not required.

The existing offices are to be converted and refurbished
for use by the JPC staff.

In addition to the above, there are works required
associated with the mechanical and electrical installation,
improving fire safety, etc.

In developing these design options with the JPC team,
we asked them to consider these questions:

Impact

Will moving in too quickly compromise quality and
result in a disappointing and underwhelming
environment, creating a negative first impression to
both the public and funders?

Time/ Cost Quality

What is the urgency to occupy the building?

Spending more may yield exponential benefits

Lift Access

How long is it acceptable for the basement and first
floor to be inaccessible to those with impaired mobility
both in terms of JPC’s operation and values?

This is the suggested response:

Impact

Aim high and stick to your values - of which passion
and quality are at the core. Make a positive and
meaningful impact from the moment you open the
doors.

Time/ Cost/ Quality

Take your time and get it right.

Create conditions that allow you to experiment and
test your ideas. Do less and do it better.

Lift Access

If the first floor is to be used, ensure that equivalent
facilities are available at ground floor level. The first
floor should not be exclusive.

“Our aim is to create a building that is truly responsive to the people it is designed for: visitors,

audiences, artists and staff. In 2007, we developed the concept of Playgrounding with our

architects...treating our building like a playground for our collective imagination and bringing

together architects with artists. We often try things out on a small scale through temporary

structures that we can test before building something permanent.” Source: Battersea Arts Centre website



Daytime Use



Evening Use





What we like

The use of architectural furniture allows the temporary occupation and repurposing

of the outdoor spaces by the JPC. The materials used for their construction can

reflect the temporary and transient nature of the uses.

Reference Type

Design references for Market Place

Coffee Cart

Catering van and seating

Night time outside dining

Facade projection

Temporary floor paint

Street food van

Seating/ performance - could be (stored at MEAL)

Corrupting street lighting

Bass



What we like

We would advocate the use of simple, neutral and understated

materials and interior finishes so as not to compete with the

architecture of the host buildings.

Reference Type

Design references for the short-term use of the Ground Floor

Movable display panels

Juxtaposition of new and old

Plants

Things to look at and buy
Sound system

CNC plywood furniture

Foldable display panels

Foldable display case

Relevance to the JPC

Be considered and consistent in the selection of furniture and fittings.

Agree a design approach and stick to a simple palette of materials.



The following lists some of the procedures - and costs where

relevant - to be addressed to progress the works for phase 1

occupation. All budget costs are exclusive of VAT and we

assume that there will be an agreement between MSDC and

JPC as to how the costs are apportioned.

Planning Permission

An application will need to be submitted to discharge the

relevant planning conditions before the building can be

occupied for phase 1.

The planning conditions listed on approval DC/18/03381, dated

27th September, 2018 are as follows:

1. ACTION REQUIRED IN ACCORDANCE WITH A SPECIFIC

TIMETABLE: COMMENCEMENT TIME LIMIT

The development hereby permitted shall be begun not later

than the expiration of three years from the date of this

permission.

Reason - To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of

the Town and Country Planning Act as amended by

Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act

2004

EDRM note: Should the works not commence by 27th

September, 2021, the approval will lapse and a new application

will need to be submitted.

2. APPROVED PLANS & DOCUMENTS

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in

accordance with the drawings/documents listed under

Section A above and/or such other drawings/documents as

may be approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing

pursuant to other conditions of this permission or such

drawings/documents as may subsequently be approved in

writing by the Local Planning Authority as a non material

amendment following an application in that regard.

Reason - For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of

proper planning of the development.

EDRM note: This is a standard clause.

3. ONGOING REQUIREMENT OF DEVELOPMENT/USE:

RESTRICTION ON OPERATION TIMES

Prior to the first use of the building details of the opening

hours shall be submitted to and approved in writing. Such

details as may be agreed shall be adhered to unless

otherwise

agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. There

shall be no deliveries to the development/use arranged for

outside of these hours.

Reason - To enable the Local Planning Authority to retain

control over the development in the interests of residential

amenity within close proximity.

EDRM note: This information will need to be agreed with MSDC

before you can open the door and start operating.

4. ACTION REQUIRED IN ACCORDANCE WITH A SPECIFIC

TIMETABLE: SUBMISSION OF DETAILS OF USES.

Prior to the first use of the building details of the areas

each change will be applied to.

Such details as may be agreed shall be adhered to unless

otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning

Authority.

Reason - To enable the Local Planning Authority to retain

control over the development.

EDRM note: The changes can be reflected on a drawing or

described in writing. This condition will need to be discharged at

the same time as condition 3 above.

5. ON GOING REQUIREMENT OF DEVELOPMENT/USE:

RESTRICTION ON HOURS OF MUSIC PLAYING

Prior to the first use of the building details of the hours

requested for the playing of music

shall be submitted to and approved in writing. Such details

as may be agreed shall be

adhered to unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local

Planning Authority.

Reason - To enable the Local Planning Authority to retain

control over the development in the interests of residential

amenity within close proximity.

EDRM note: This condition is related to condition 7 below.

The costs associated with condition 7 may involve fees for an

acoustic consultant, design fees both to describe the

construction methods and for the purposes of a listed building

application. Therefore, so as not to delay being able to use the

building, it could be that conditions 5 and 7 are discharged at a

later time.

6. ACTION REQUIRED IN ACCORDANCE WITH A SPECIFIC

TIMETABLE: DETAILS OF EXTRACT VENTILATION

SYSTEM

No extract ventilation system (e.g. kitchen extraction fan)

shall be installed without full details, including details of

method of installation including section drawings, details

of odor abatement system and full acoustic specification,

to be submitted to and approved in writing by Local

Planning Authority.

Reason: In the interests of protection of historic fabric and

of amenity

EDRM note: This will incur a large financial cost. Depending on

kitchen design, it could be that alternatives are explored such

as the use of a commercial ventless ductless canopy, noting

that these are suitable for electric equipment only.

7. SPECIFIC RESTRICTION OF DEVELOPMENT: SOUND

PROOFING

Prior to the use of the site a document detailing the details

of any sound proofing methods to be used shall be

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning

Authority. Any approved works shall be carried out in their

entirety and retained thereafter prior to any music is first

played.

Reason - In the interests of the amenity of the area.

EDRM note: The costs associated with this condition may

involve fees for an acoustic consultant, design fees both to

describe the construction methods and for the purposes of a

listed building application. Therefore, so as not to delay being

able to use the building, there could be the option of

discharging conditions 5 and 7 at a later time.

Summary

If time is of the essence and the JPC would like to occupy the

Market Place building as soon as possible, we would suggest

that an initial application to discharge conditions 3 and 4 is

submitted – subject to agreement with MSDC. Conditions 5, 6 &

7 can then be applied for as and when necessary.

Procedures_Planning and other permissions
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Estimate of costs associated with the above discharging of

planning conditions

The application fee payable to MSDC is £116. This fee is for each

application and so it is financially economic to include as many

conditions as you can per application.

In terms of preparing and submitting the planning, this can be

undertaken by the JPC themselves or a consultant.

Conditions 3 and 4: these should be simple enough to apply for

without the help of a consultant.

Condition 5: connected with condition 7 below.

Condition 6: if a kitchen extract system that discharges to atmosphere

(externally) then you will need a system to be designed and often a

supplier will be happy to include this within the supply cost. The

design will then need to reflected on the architectural drawings to

show how the ducting will appear externally on the building. Given

that the building is listed, any alterations to the building’s fabric

internally and externally will be subject to a listed building application

this is separate to the discharge of conditions application.

Assuming that any external ductwork discharges to the rear of the

building, a drawing of the roof plan and rear elevation will be required.

You should budget for say £500 for this work however, it would be

more economical to have the entire building measured and drawn as

these drawings will be required for the listed building applications.

To complete the drawings and other technical information required for

this condition, you could budget for a consultant’s fees of say £500. A

full measured survey of the 11 Market Place building is likely to cost

between £1,500 - £2,000.

Condition 7: An acoustic consultant’s fees may be in the region of say

£1,500. It is difficult to know what the cost of the sound proofing works

are likely to be without developing the brief further with the input of a

consultant.

Listed Building Consent

Listed building consent will be required for the proposed alterations.

Some of the content of such an application can be derived from this

document and will inform the Historic Impact Assessment for example.

As with the planning application, this work could be undertaken by the

JPC or a consultant. There is no submission fee charged by MSDC

for this type of application.

Planning application for Signage

A planning application will be required for any advertising signage.

The fee payable to MSDC for this type of application is £132. If the

signage is attached to the building then a separate listed building

application will also need to be made. As noted above, there is no

administrative fee payable to MSDC for a listed building application.

Landlords consent and other legal fees

If alterations are made to the building there may be a need to apply

for Landlord’s consent for a license.

Note that the two buildings currently have two landlords – MSDC own

the Market Place building and the Church Walk building is owned by

Stowmarket Town Council. Moving forwards, the legal options of this

arrangement will need to be reviewed.

Party Walls

We have not had sight of drawings that define and show the positions

of the legal boundaries of the buildings and we note that currently the

existing JPC and Market Place buildings are legally separate

buildings Therefore, if there are works proposed to a party wall

between them, they will be subject to the Act.

For example, the red outline on the latest planning application

submitted by MSDC suggests that the existing wall between the JPC

venue and the ‘Void’ is the boundary between the two buildings. If this

is considered a party wall then proposed works – such as the

formation of new door openings – would become a party wall matter

between the two owners.

Building Regulations

If an application for Building Regulations is needed, you should

budget for MSDC’s administrative fee of say between £1,000 -

£1,500. Consultancy work associated with this type of application may

cost £1,500 - £2,500.

Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 – CDM

Regulations

This set of regulations relates to the management of health, safety

and welfare when carrying out construction works. If you are the

business for whom the construction services are carried out, you as

‘the client’ are accountable for health, safety and welfare on the

project.

We would advise that you engage a consultant for which you should

budget for say £1,000.

Other Related Costs

The Fire Risk Assessment is to be updated.

Design work for the bespoke furniture is difficult to quantify at this time

and is not included in the budget costs on the following page.

A Sustainability Report may be needed for funding applications. A

consultant’s fee for this work may be in the region of say £1,500

An Access Audit may be needed for funding applications. A

consultant’s fee for this work may be in the region of say £1,500

Procedures_Planning and other permissions
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Budget Cost Estimates for Phase 1 conversion works at 11 Market Place, Stowmarket

John Peel Centre

V.3_05.06.20_Based on drawings 19.14_MW.200(a) & 201 Revision B

Item Description Quant Unit Rate Total

1.0 Demolition and Alterations Basement

1.1 Remove existing safe - works by specialist 1 item 0 -£

Ground Floor

1.2 Removal of carpet and vinyl - front main space and corridor 1 item 400 400.00£
1.3 Removal of redundant furniture 1 item 500 500.00£
1.4 Remove boxing used for cash-point machine 1 item 100 100.00£
1.5 Relocate any mechanical and electrical services currenlty located

on partitions to be demolished
1 item 3,000 3,000.00£

1.6 Demolish ground floor partitions, remove doorsets, etc. 1 item 600 600.00£
1.7 Demolish suspended ceiling grid throughout ground floor 1 item 800 800.00£
1.8 Remove existing rear door and demolish brickkwork to each side

of opening. Existing lintel to remain
1 item 500 500.00£

1.9 Demolish existing WC adjacent to stage in JPC venue 1 item 1500 1,500.00£
1.10 Form new door opening into JPC venue inc lintel, propping, etc. 1 item 1200 1,200.00£
1.11 Remove redundant ductwork in void space 1 item 2000 2,000.00£
1.12 Remove redundant fire escape steps in void space 1 item 1000 1,000.00£
1.13 Open up existing doorway between the Main Room and Room 1 1 item 200 200.00£

First Floor

1.13 Removal of carpet - main space and two offices 1 item 300 300.00£
1.14 Remove section of partiton between front office/rear store room 1 item 350 350.00£
1.15 Form new door opening into office 1 item 500 500.00£

2.0 Substructure -

3.0 Structure 3.1 New lintel to accessible WC door opening 1 item 100 100.00£

4.0 Floors Ground Floor

4.1 Make good floor finishes as necessary 1 item 800 800.00£
4.2 Floor covering front main space 1 item 8000 8,000.00£
4.3 Floor covering rear 1 item 800 800.00£
4.4 Infill floor in void to create level threshold 1 item 600 600.00£
4.5 Make good floor adj to stage where WC demolished 1 item 300 300.00£

15.6 Internal way-finding 1 item 200 200.00£
15.7 Furniture for ground floor front main space 1 item 15000 15,000.00£
15.7 Mobile bar 1 item 1500 1,500.00£
15.8 Coffee cart 1 item - -£
15.9 Wall lining to rear of main space 1 item 2500 2,500.00£
15.10 Furniture, rugs, etc., for the green room 1 item 750 750.00£
15.11 Kitchenette in Store 1 1 item 400 400.00£
15.12 Form new 'wings' to stage 1 item 1500 1,500.00£
15.13 Equipment associated with beer store (Store 2) 1 item - -£
15.13 Fridges and other bar equipment 1 item - -£

16.0 Services Electrical_Ground Floor
16.1 Tidy/ organise wiring to ceiling where suspended tiles removed 1 item 750 750.00£
16.2 Misc. electrical alterations 1 item 1400 1,400.00£
16.3 Testing and commissioning of installation 1 item 800 800.00£
16.4 Test and commission existing emergency lighting system 1 item 500 500.00£
16.5 Re-fit automated door opener to ground floor entrance doors 1 item 450 450.00£

Electrical_First Floor
16.2 Misc. electrical alterations 1 item 1000 1,000.00£
16.3 Testing and commissioning of installation 1 item 600 600.00£
16.4 Test and commission existing emergency lighting system 1 item 400 400.00£

Mechanical_Ground Floor
16.1 New cold water feed and insta water heater accessible WC 1 item 350 350.00£
16.2 New cold water feed and insta water heater kitchenette in Store 1 1 item 350 350.00£
16.3 Service, test and commission existing heating and hot water systems 1 item 1000 1,000.00£
16.4 Service, test and commission existing AC systems 1 item 800 800.00£

Mechanical_First Floor
16.5 Test and commission exist heat and hot water systems inc. above -

Fire Alarm
16.4 Alarm systems to both buildings to be connected 1 item 500 500.00£
16.4 Add new detector heads as required 1 item 450 450.00£
16.4 Test and commision existing installations to both buildings 1 item 500 500.00£

Communication, security and control systems
16.4 Extend existing wifi network from existing venue 1 item 600 600.00£
16.4 Intruder alarm system 1 item 500 500.00£

17.0 Drainage 17.1 New soil drainage connection for WC 1 item 600 600.00£
17.2 New soil drainage connection for kitchenette in Store 1 1 item 250 250.00£

18.0 External Works 15.4 External signage - A board 1 item 200 200.00£

First Floor

4.6 Make good floor finish as necessary - front main space 1 item 300 300.00£

5.0 Roofs -

6.0 Staircases -

7.0 External Walls -

8.0 External Windows and Doors 8.1 All windows to be eased so as to be openable 1 item 750 750.00£

9.0 Internal Walls and Partitions 9.1 Construct new ground floor fire lobby partition 1 item 600 600.00£
9.2 Construct new ground floor office/ corridor partition 1 item 600 600.00£
9.3 Construct new ground floor Store 1 partition 1 item 900 900.00£

10.0 Internal Doors 10.1 Doorsets to ground floor fire lobby 2 nr 500 1,000.00£
10.2 Doorset to accessible WC 1 nr 500 500.00£
10.3 Doorset to existing WC and Room 1 2 nr 500 1,000.00£
10.4 Doorsets to Store 1 and Room 2 2 nr 500 1,000.00£
10.5 Alter lobby and rehang internal entrance doors to open outwards 1 nr 900 900.00£
10.4 Doorset to first floor office 1 nr 500 500.00£

11.0 Wall Finishes 11.1 Tape and fill to ground floor fire lobby partitions inc. in 9.1
11.2 Tape and fill to ground floor office lobby partitions inc. in 9.2
11.3 Tape and fill to store 1/ Room 2 parition inc. in 9.3
11.4 Make good where all other door openings formed. 1 item 800 800.00£

12.0 Floor Finishes 12.1 Floor finish to Main Room - assumed existing substrate to remain -£
12.2 Floor finish to Room 1 1 item 500 500.00£
12.3 Floor finish to accessible WC 1 item 500 500.00£
12.4 Floor finish to Lobby/ Store 1/ Room 2 1 item 800 800.00£

13.0 Ceiling Finishes 13.1 Ceilings to be left exposed where suspended tiles removed
13.2 Fire rate existing exposed steel in front ground floor main space 1 item 350 350.00£

14.0 Decorations Ground Floor
14.1 Decorate new accessible WC 1 item 250 250.00£
14.2 Decorate new timber doors and surrounds 8 nr 150 1,200.00£
14.3 Decorate new wall partitions 1 item 500 500.00£

First Floor
14.4 Decorate new office space 1 item 500 500.00£

15.0 Fixtures and Fittings 15.1 Office furniture for JPC use 1 item 2000 2,000.00£
15.2 Fire extinguishers, etc. 1 item 950 950.00£
15.3 Sanitary ware, taps, grab rails, etc., for accessible WC 1 item 1000 1,000.00£
15.5 Internal fire escape signage 1 item 300 300.00£

Sub-total of building works 75,100.00£

Main contractor's Preliminaries@ say 10% 7,510.00£

Main contractor's overheads and profit - included in rates

Total of building works estimate 82,610.00£

VAT@ say 10% 8,261.00£

Total of building works estimate inc. VAT 90,871.00£

Project/ design team fees at say 15% 12,391.50£
CDM fees 800.00£
Building Regulations 1,000.00£
Listed building application and planning conditions 3&4 only - application fees 116.00£
Fees associated with Landlord's consent, Party Walls, etc. (if needed) -£

Contingency 5,000.00£

Total Project Cost Estimate 110,178.50£

Costs not included:
Alterations to structured cabling, CCTV, intruder alarm system
External decorations - assumed not needed
Maintenance works noted in the surveyor's conditions report - assumed responsibility of MSDC
Asbestos testing/ removal
Planning applications - discharge of conditions not included above
Planning applications - signage
Fire Risk Assessment and other operational related costs
Design fees for bespoke furniture
Items listed above without an associated cost

75,100.00£

Main contractor's Preliminaries@ say 10% 7,510.00£

Main contractor's overheads and profit - included in rates

Total of building works estimate 82,610.00£

8,261.00£

Total of building works estimate inc. VAT 90,871.00£

Project/ design team fees at say 15% 12,391.50£
800.00£

1,000.00£
Listed building application and planning conditions 3&4 only - application fees 116.00£
Fees associated with Landlord's consent, Party Walls, etc. (if needed) -£

5,000.00£

Total Project Cost Estimate 110,178.50£

Alterations to structured cabling, CCTV, intruder alarm system
External decorations - assumed not needed
Maintenance works noted in the surveyor's conditions report - assumed responsibility of MSDC

Planning applications - discharge of conditions not included above
Planning applications - signage
Fire Risk Assessment and other operational related costs
Design fees for bespoke furniture
Items listed above without an associated cost

These costs are conservative and likely to increase as site
conditions become known and the designs are developed

Procedures_Planning and other permissions

This is a cost estimate for the Phase 1 works. A full breakdown is

shown on a separate Excel spreadsheet.
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The proposals on the plans on the following pages

show various scenarios for the purposes of

informing JPC’s longer term business plan.

These layouts have been developed as sketch

proposals to test some possible positions for key

elements - such as a new lift and WC’s - in the

context of ideas discussed with JPC during our

various meetings, and will need further development

at the appropriate time.

Many of the ideas shown on the different options

drawings are interchangeable between the schemes

and can be considered as a ‘menu’ for the JPC’s

consideration moving forwards. Some features are

drawn to highlight the shortcomings of that

particular idea.
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1

A

C

B

D

1 Public space/ Market Place

2 Bank Building

3 JPC

4 Public space/ Church Walk

2

3

4

The development and design of the Market Place building has to be

considered in the context of the public space in front, the JPC venue

behind and the public space behind that. How and where the buildings

are connected will be informed by the business ambitions of the JPC.

The diagrams above were an early study to illustrate the options of how

the two buildings could either be partially or fully occupied by the JPC.

Diagram A

An illustration of the buildings as they are, i.e. as two separate

properties

Diagram B

First floor of 11 Market Place sub-let to another organisation

Diagram C

Passageway access to the JPC with the remainder of number 11 as

a separate demise

Diagram D

The two buildings for the sole use of the JPC
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.1
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

Stage is moved back to create
a larger audience area

The green room is not served
by the lift and is therefore not
accessible. Consideration
could be given to the use of a
stair riser type lift

Note that the floor level of
the green room is higher
than the existing first floor
level to 11 Market Place.
This is to create sufficient
height above the rear
section of the stage beneath

The existing partitions
are shown removed but
could remain if required

This room becomes a store
This area becomes an office

This stair connects
to the green room

The lift could serve
the basement

Lift lobby Lift lobby

Providing a commercial
extraction system to a kitchen in
the basement will be costly.
Perhaps a re-circulating
extraction system would be
acceptable

V.1 notable design comments
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.2
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Lift

This room becomes a store

Stage stays as existing

Small
commercial
kitchen

New enclosed
corridor to create
access in front of
the stage rather
than access
beside the stage

This plant area is
likely undersized

Double-height
space

Good acoustic insulation would
be required between the toilets
and the performance space

Basement is not
served by the lift

The existing partitions
are shown removed but
could remain if required

Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.2 notable design comments
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.3
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Lift

This room becomes a store

Stage stays as existing

Light well

Stair from basement
green room

Larger
commercial
kitchen

This plant area is
likely undersized

Good acoustic insulation would
be required between the toilets
and the performance space

New bridge
connecting the two
buildings at first floor
level. The bridge
would likely need to
be ramped because
of the difference in
first floor levels

The value of the new bridge is to be
assessed. We are of the view that a
new lift will still be required in the
front part of the building as it is
perhaps unreasonable to expect a
wheelchair/ person with impaired
mobility to travel through the venue
space to access the existing lift in
order to get up to the first floor of 11
Market Place. Would the bridge be
accessible during a performance
because this could be disruptive/ off
putting.

Basement is not
served by the lift

The existing partitions
are shown removed but
could remain if required

The lift in this
position works with or
without the bridge
and has the
advantage of not
occupying valuable
space at the front of
the building such as
indicated in V.1.

Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.3 notable design comments
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.4
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This room becomes a store

Shared fire escape
stair from first floor

Could be a separate demise Could be a separate demise Could be a separate demise

Light well

Good acoustic insulation would
be required between the toilets
and the performance space

New bridge
connecting the two
buildings at first floor
level. The bridge
would likely need to
be ramped because
of the difference in
first floor levels

This option tests the idea of creating
a passage through to the JPC venue
from Market Place, with the remaining
ground floor and full first floor areas
becoming a separate demise.

It could be that there is a connection
between the new passage and the
ground floor of number 11, as per the
sketches prepared by KLH architects
shown earlier in this document.

One of the big disadvantages of this
scheme is the need to reconfigure the
stair up to first floor at number 11.

This option reduces the storage
capacity of the existing JPC building.

Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.4 notable design comments
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.5
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Existing spaces reconfigured
to suit back stage use

The stage is repositioned to
maximise the occupancy of
the venue

The WCs are
located in the
basement and the
drainage would
likely need to be
pumped.

The lift could serve
the basement

Lift lobby Lift lobby

Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.5 notable design comments
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.6
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Lift lobby Lift lobby

Lift access not required if basement
used for store and plant only

As drawn there is no lift access to the first
floor green room. This could be addressed by
moving the line of the backstage wall further
into the venue to create depth for a lift shaft.

Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.6 notable design comments

WCs at ground
floor level
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Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.7
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Lift lobby Lift lobby

As drawn there is no lift access to the first
floor green room. This could be addressed by
moving the line of the backstage wall further
into the venue to create depth for a lift shaft.

New enclosed
storage area

Basement Floor_Proposed Ground Floor_Proposed First Floor_Proposed

V.7 notable design comments
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Appendix 1

SPATIAL DESIGN REFERENCES AND INFLUENCES

Bold

DIY

More office
space

Green Room

More Storage

Second Venue

Eclectic

Original

Passion

Community Participatory Innovative

Independent

Aspirational

Diverse and
unique

Vibrant

InclusiveHonest
and warm

Non-elitist

Public Facing



The blocks below are scaled graphic comparisons of the floor areas and

corresponding occupancy numbers for these local venues.

Reference Type

Useful reference information

Main Hall

400 standing or

300 seated or

180 dining

Main Hall

275 standing or

120 seated + 90 standing

Main Hall

400 Standing

300 seated

Occupancy numbers taken from the website of the venue or a third party website

Main Hall

270 standing

Mezzanine

50 standing

No. 11 Market Place Space

R
oo

m

80
st
an

di
ng

Waveney Room

50 seated or

30 dining



What we like

Everything starts with an idea. These ideas turn into physical things. If the idea is not

right, the physical manifestation of that idea will not be right. The diagram below

represents the design process that must consider the soft, hard and tech infrastructures

in the context of the quality, speed, cost triangle.

Relevance to the JPC

Value the intangible and take time to get the design right.

Reference Type

Diagram.

Soft Infrastructure

Soft infrastructure tends to be intangible such as

human relationships, connections, communities,

values, etc.

These attributes are more difficult to quantify and

therefore to understand the value added.

Hard Infrastructure

These can be the physical things: walls, floors,

windows, etc. These are also less tangible

constructs such as regulations, statutory

consents and cost.

Hard infrastructure is easier to quantify.

Tech

Increasingly sophisticated tools and systems

make us smarter and improve the way we build

communities and connect people. Technology is

the accumulated know-how that evolves the tools

of the trade.

Speed + Quality = Expensive

Speed + Cost = Low quality

Quality + Cost = Slow

It is generally considered that you can only achieve 2 of the 3



What we like

The challenge of embedding the soft infrastructure
into the hard infrastructure.

Relevance to the JPC

The list of hard and soft infrastructure ambitions
produced by the JPC

Reference Type

Quotations.

Bold

DIY

More office
space

Green Room

More Storage

Second Venue

Eclectic

Original

Passion

Community Participatory Innovative

Independent

Aspirational

Diverse and
unique

Vibrant

InclusiveHonest
and warm

Non-elitist

Public Facing

Hard Infrastructure Soft Infrastructure



What we like

In the context of the previous slide, the quotations below reinforce the idea

of the importance of the intangible ‘soft infrastructure’.

Relevance to the JPC

When undertaking budgeting exercises, don’t forget about JOY & DELIGHT,

qualities that are not easy to justify on a financial spreadsheet!

Reference Type

Quotations.

"This seldom fails to move me to tears"

“I'm not really quite sure why, I think that with all the things I like and all things that are

done well anywhere on earth, it's like when people ask me - as they often do - what

criteria do you apply to choosing records for the programme, I've never known the

answer to that nor would I wish to know the answer to it because I feel that the core of
everything that's worth doing there must be a kind of kernel, something which is
unidentified and indescribable.”

John Peel on Desert Island Disks talking about Handel’s Zadok the Priest.

JOY & DELIGHT
“The design process is based on a constant interplay of feeling and reason. The feelings,

preferences, longings, and desires that emerge and demand to be given a form must be

controlled by critical powers of reasoning, but it is our feelings that tell us whether abstract

considerations really ring true. To a large degree, designing is based on understanding

and establishing systems of order. Yet I believe that the essential substance of the
architecture we seek proceeds from feeling and insight. Precious moments of
intuition result from patient work.”

Peter Zumthor, Thinking Architecture



What we like

This quotation describes a design process by which the cause and effects of that

being designed is considered in the relationships between objects and by extension,

how those objects affect the relationships between people. It suggests that to design,

one must consider many different scales and by doing so there is an implied sense of

inclusion.

Relevance to the JPC

When designing the Market Place building, think about the different scales at

which the JPC operates both in terms of physical space, and virtual space.

Reference Type

Quotation.

“Always design a thing by considering it in
its next larger context - a chair in a room, a
room in a house, a house in an environment,
an environment in a city plan.”
Eero Saarinen

...a city plan in a world wide web
EDRM



What we like

The spirit of the Hackspace and Coworking movements is one of

collaboration, creativity, innovation and sharing.

Relevance to the JPC

These values are shared by the JPC and the spaces should be

designed in a way that supports and encourages this way of

working.

Reference Type

Text guidance.

Hackspace

Hackspaces are places
you can visit to meet
people, learn, socialise,
and collaborate. A place
to make your own
projects a reality or help
others with theirs.
Source: Hackspace Foundation UK

Coworking

Community

Creativity

Space

Innovation

Collaboration

a group of people sharing interactions and experiences, contributing towards a
common purpose, creating identity, belonging and awareness.

the generative capacity to think and act on new ideas, breaking rules and solving
problems.

the frame within which we existing: a physical, digital, emotional and cognitive
resource.

applying creativity in a particular context to realise a tangible outcome that changes
things, something people can find useful.

the action of working with someone or a group of people to produce something.

Source: Spaces for Innovation: The Design and Science of Inspiring Environments by Groves and Marlow

Coworking is a mindset that describes the future of work

Text source: The coworking manifesto
How can we make the space ‘hackable’?

Find out more

www.hackspace.org.uk/

coworking.com/

https://coworking.com/


Relevance to the JPC

The timing of any lift installation should be considered early in the

design development process.

Find out more

www.gov.uk/guidance/equality-act-2010-guidance

Reference Type

Design information.

Access

BasementLong Term

First Floor Short Term

What this diagram represents

Which floors will need to be made fully accessible and when.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/equality-act-2010-guidance


What we like

The Project for Public Spaces is a good resource for placemaking

information. The list below gives some form to what we instinctually know

but acts as a reminder to the benefits of certain actions and design

decisions.

Relevance to the JPC

Useful notes when thinking about the design of the Market Place

building in the context of the public space.

Find out more

www.pps.org/

Reference Type

Design information.

Attractions & Destinations

Having something to do gives people a reason to come
to a place—and to return again and again. When there
is nothing to do, a space will remain empty, which can
lead to other problems. In planning attractions and
destinations, it is important to consider a wide range of
activities for: men and women; people of different ages;
different times of day, week and year; and for people
alone and in groups. Create an enticing path by linking
together this variety of experiences.

Identity & Image

Whether a space has a good image and identity is key
to its success. Creating a positive image requires
keeping a place clean and well-maintained, as well as
fostering a sense of identity. This identity can originate
in showcasing local assets. Businesses, pedestrians,
and drivers will then elevate their behaviour to this
vision and sense of place.

Active Edge Uses

Buildings bases should be human-scaled and allow for
interaction between indoors and out. Preferably, there
are active ground floor uses that create valuable
experiences along a street for both pedestrians and
motorists. For instance, a row of shops along a street is
more interesting and generally safer to walk by than a
blank wall or empty site. Pavement activity also serves
to slow vehicular traffic. At the very minimum, the edge
connection should be visual, allowing passers-by to
enjoy the activity and aesthetics of the indoor space.

These edge uses should be active year-round and unite
both sides of the street.

Amenities

Successful streets provide amenities to support a
variety of activities. These include attractive waste
receptacles to maintain cleanliness, street lighting to
enhance safety, bicycle racks, and both private and
public seating options—the importance of giving people
the choice to sit where they want is generally
underestimated. Cluster street amenities to support
their use.

Management

An active entity that manages the space is central to a
street’s success. This requires not only keeping the
space clean and safe, but also managing tenants and
programming the space to generate daily activity.
Events can run the gamut from small street
performances to sidewalk sales to cultural, civic or
seasonal celebrations.

Seasonal Strategies

In places without a strong management presence or
variety of activities, it is often difficult to attract people
year-round. Utilise seasonal strategies, like holiday
markets, parades and recreational activities to activate
the street during all times of the year. If a street offers a
unique and attractive experience, weather is often less
of a factor than people initially assume.

Diverse User Groups

As mentioned previously, it is essential to provide
activities for different groups. Mixing people of different
race, gender, age, and income level ensures that no
one group dominates the space and makes others feel
unwelcome and out of place.

Traffic, Transit & the Pedestrian

A successful street is easy to get to and get through; it
is visible both from a distance and up close. Accessible
spaces have high parking turnover and, ideally, are
convenient to public transit and support walking and
biking. Access and linkages to surrounding destinations
must be a part of the planning process. Automobile
traffic cannot dominate the space and preclude the
comfort of other modes. This is generally accomplished
by slowing speeds and sharing street space with a
range of transportation options.

Blending of Uses and Modes

Ground floor uses and retail activities should spill out
into the pavement and streets to blur the distinction
between public and private space. Shared street space
also communicates that no one mode of transportation
dominates.

Protects Neighbourhoods

Great streets support the context around them. There
should be clear transitions from commercial streets to
nearby residential neighbourhoods, communicating a
change in surroundings with a concomitant change in
street character.

Source: Project for Public Spaces

Qualities of a Great Street

https://www.pps.org/


What we like

A concise list of salient elements that contribute to making a happy

place. Further reading on each of the above headings together with

additional topics can be found in a small book titled ‘Happy By Design’

by Ben Channon and published by the RIBA.

Relevance to the JPC

A useful checklist to be mindful of during the design development

process.

Find out more

www.architecture.com/riba-books/

Reference Type

Design information.

Principles of a happy place

The guidance below is based on a book titled, ‘Happy By
Design’ by Ben Channon. Some of the headings below are
expanded on elsewhere in this document.

We spend 80% of our time in buildings and so it is
important that we feel good when we’re inside.

Light

Light is a fundamental human need and impacts on our
happiness and wellbeing. Consider the quality and quantity
of natural light a building can offer and how it may affect
the layout of spaces. Rooms with glazing that faces south
will received the most sunlight but also consider heat gains
(or losses) and glare on computer screens for example.

North-facing windows will receive the least sunlight and
should be avoided unless the space is being used for the
display of items that may become damaged by direct
sunlight, such as a gallery.

Artificial light can be used to create both focused
productive spaces and also spaces of retreat and calm.

Comfort

Heating: how easy and cost effective will the building be to
heat in winter and keep cool in summer? Older uninsulated
buildings tend to be expensive to heat in winter and
difficult to keep cool in the summer.

Ventilation: is ventilation achieved by opening windows or
artificial means such as air conditioning? Will an open
window allow noise or an unpleasant smell inside?

Noise: is there a source of noise pollution such as a busy
road or noisy neighbours? If so, how easy will it be to
manage the source of noise or make improvements to
reduce it. If your activities create noise how can it be
controlled?

Control

Adaptable spaces: spaces that accommodate flexibility
can be adapted for different uses in the future. Open plan
spaces tend to be more easily adaptable than layouts
with corridors and rooms. If possible, there should be a
variety of spaces suited to particular activities.

Environment: how easy is it to control lighting and
temperature in the space?

Personalisation: can the building be made to be your own
and to represent your values? Can you personalise your
workspace to develop a sense of ownership and
belonging?

Amenity: are there facilities to cook so that the occupiers
have a broad choice in what they can cook and eat?

Privacy: consider privacy between inside and outside and
between different uses within the building.

Nature

Planting: research repeatedly demonstrates that nature
has a positive impact on wellbeing. Do the windows offer
views of nature and if not, can external planting be
introduced? Internal planting will not only improve the air
quality but reduce stress and make us more creative.

Aesthetics

Taste: people have different aesthetic preferences for
different contexts. However, the appearance of things
conveys certain values.

Colour: colour can have a dramatic effect on atmosphere
and mood and the choice of colour should be carefully
considered. Colour is most successful when it is used
sparingly so as not to overwhelm.

Joy

Buildings should be joyous. This can be achieved by a
window framing a view or allowing a shaft of sunlight.

Variety

Buildings should engage with those moving between them.
This can be achieved with a façade that conveys variety and
movement to catch the eye. A view of the people and
activities within the space not only provides interest to the
passer-by but contributes greatly to the creation of a good
street.

Legibility: buildings should be easy to understand and
navigate. The point of entry should be clear and the spaces
within easy to locate.

Simplicity: do less and do it better.

Design

Everything is designed but some things are designed better
than others. Design is more that how something looks and
as with most disciplines in life, experience brings wisdom. A
good designer will bring a good eye and wisdom to any
design challenge.

Activity

Does the building provide facilities to secure bicycles?

Size

Floor area: how much space do you need? Do you need
space to expand in to in the future? A bigger space will cost
more to maintain and will feel empty if not used.

Psychology

Feelings: how does the building make you feel and why?
Often we look for familiarity in our surroundings to provide
comfort. But do not dismiss the unfamiliar in haste as it will
often present new opportunities and experiences.

Storage: is there sufficient storage to accommodate your
activities? Planning a means of efficient storage requires a
relatively small amount of time and investment but once
organised is easily maintained and makes time for more
enjoyable activities.

Volume: high ceilings and volume create a sense of
freedom and offers opportunities for connections between
spaces at different levels. These type of spaces can be
particularly good for areas used for socialising or
entrances.

Open plan: open spaces tend to be more sociable,
encourage collaboration and are more likely to
accommodate more of the qualities noted above such as
good light, views and volume.

Entrances: the entrance to the building is the first point of
arrival and the first impression of the spaces beyond. The
entrance is the opportunity to convey values and influence
how visitors perceive and experience the building.

Atmosphere: creating the right atmosphere will be
achieved by drawing on the principals above as the setting
for human activity.

Principles of a Happy Place

https://www.architecture.com/riba-books/books/architectural-structure-and-design/architectural-design/product/happy-by-design-a-guide-to-architecture-and-mental-wellbeing.html


What we like

This slide formed part of a study that we undertook for Ipswich

Community Media in which we looked at how they could improve the

design of their buildings to better communicate the values of their

organisation.

Relevance to the JPC

If the JPC’s ambitions are to be public facing, avoid the use of window

vinyls or any other devices that prevent views in to and out of the

Market Place building. Occupying a building that has such an

important presence in Market Place means that the JPC have a duty

to give back to the public realm.

Find out more

commonedge.org/game-changing-eye-tracking-studies

Reference Type

Design information.

Recent eye tracking studies relating to the built environment
provide interesting data as to human responses when
presented with a particular urban scene. Evidence suggests
that the human eye is drawn to details and movement in a
façade and blank facades tend to be ignored. More
interestingly, the data suggests that the human brain is
hardwired to look for and see people, and it is people that
the eye prioritises over buildings.

This evidence reinforces the idea that the best planned
cities encourage gathering to satisfy the basic human need
to see each other.

Does the current window vinyl to the ICM shopfront hinder communication of the varied
and interesting activities that lay beyond?

Would a shopfront that allows a filtered view to reveal the spaces and people behind
better convey the inclusive values of ICM? This doesn’t mean that everything has to be
on display and in full public view, but a mediated ‘active’ façade provides the opportunity
to communicate and contribute back to the street.

Which of the two shop fronts is more engaging?
Which looks more approachable?

12 4
53

Active Facades

https://commonedge.org/game-changing-eye-tracking-studies-reveal-how-we-actually-see-architecture/


What we like

There are different approaches to inclusivity such as physical access

and customary and psychological barriers.

Relevance to the JPC

Consider inclusivity in all of its forms during the development of

the design.

Find out more

www.universaldesign.i.e.

Reference Type

Design information.

Inclusivity and Design

A comprehensive set of guidance documents titled, ‘Buildings
for Everyone’ can be downloaded from universaldesign.ie

The documents cover all aspects of accessibility from impaired
movement to digital services.

Community engagement values need community engagement spaces.

“If anything is described by an
architectural plan it is the nature of
human relationships” 'Figures, Doors and Passages' by Robin Evans.

In addition to physical barriers and thresholds,
consideration should be given to perceived/
customary and psychological thresholds, and how
they affect a journey into and through a building.

An example of this type of threshold is the feeling
when one passes from what is perceived to be
public space into a space that feels private and
personal.

The design of these thresholds should be used
selectively to support the difference between
spaces.

“Inclusive design is about making places everyone can use.

The way places are designed affects our ability to move, see, hear and communicate effectively.

Inclusive design aims to remove the barriers that create undue effort and separation. It enables
everyone to participate equally, confidently and independently in everyday activities.

An inclusive approach to design offers new insights into the way we interact with the built
environment. It creates new opportunities to deploy creative and problem-solving skills.”

“Good design can be achieved only if the environment created meets as many people’s needs as
possible. Everyone at some point will probably experience limited mobility - as a parent with young
children, an older person or an individual with injuries. It is important to identify barriers to inclusion
as early as possible within the design process so that good design can overcome them.

Inclusive design celebrates the diversity of people and should not impose disabling barriers. While
the needs of wheelchair users and mobility impaired people are important it is also necessary to
understand the barriers experienced by people with learning difficulties, mental ill health, visual
impairments and hearing impairments.”

The Principles of Inclusive Design

Published by CABE, 2006

http://universaldesign.ie/


What we like

The understated modesty of the materials used for the contemporary fit-out

juxtaposed with the ornate historic building shell.

Relevance to the JPC

A similar approach is proposed for the design of the furniture for the

Market Place building.

Reference Type

Repurposing of historic buildings.



What we like

A sensitive refurbishment project of Battersea Arts Centre that doesn’t try

to recreate the past ostentation of the original Victorian building through

pastiche or replication. The finished design is understated and there is a

clever process of design decision making that adds to the raw patina of

the building’s history.

Find out more

www.haworthtompkins.com/work/battersea-arts-centre

Relevance to the JPC

There is a instinct to assume that the refurbishment of an historic building

is about restoring and replicating the past and whilst this is appropriate in

some cases, it is often desirable to make any new work distinct from the

old. Furthermore, consider leaving parts of the original building in their raw

and ‘as found’ condition.

Reference Type

Repurposing of historic buildings.

https://www.haworthtompkins.com/work/battersea-arts-centre


What we like

The creation of small buildings within a bigger volume.

Relevance to the JPC

If restored to its original volume, the first floor Assembly Room could accommodate a recording

studio or radio studio housed within an acoustically isolated ‘box’ within the room. Similarly, the

height of the space could be utilised by creating raised levels to create an interesting

architectural topography.

Reference Type

Repurposing of historic buildings.



What we like

The new sections of the elevation of this museum in Berlin were

formed by taking silicon moulds of the existing brick elevation to

enable the formation of new sections of wall in pre-cast concrete.

“History is preserved as an imprint of what it once was.”

Find out more

www.dienerdiener.ch/en/project/renovation-and-expansion-of-

the-east-wing-of-the-museum-of-natural-history

Relevance to the JPC

An good example of subversive conservation..

Reference Type

Repurposing of historic buildings.

http://www.dienerdiener.ch/en/project/renovation-and-expansion-of-the-east-wing-of-the-museum-of-natural-history
http://www.dienerdiener.ch/en/project/renovation-and-expansion-of-the-east-wing-of-the-museum-of-natural-history


What we like

Amethod of creating a dynamic - and perhaps

subversive - building facade that doesn’t need Listed

Building consent!

Find out more

motionmapping.co.uk/projection-mapping-video-mapping/

Relevance to the JPC

Live content from the JPC could be projected onto the

white stucco facade at first floor level.

Reference Type

Projecting onto a building’s facade.

https://motionmapping.co.uk/projection-mapping-video-mapping/


What we like

The slide below compares how the facade has changed between its use as a shop and as a bank, in the

context of the ‘active facade’ information shown on the previous page. There is a tendency to perceive

anything that looks classical as being the result of divine intervention, to be revered and preserved because of

its otherworldliness. We would argue that it is not so much the style of the architecture that is to be revered but

the quality of the craft of the building.

Relevance to the JPC

As part of the design development, do not be intimidated by the

prospect of having to modify the ground floor elevation for this new

chapter in the building’s life. Let’s not be too precious about a 1920s

pastiche that attempted to make the building look older than it did when

it was first built.

Reference Type

Design information

As a shop

The aim of the facade is to be open so as to entice people in - after all, Pluck is
wanting to sell his wares

Awnings project into the street to blur the distinction between public and private
space

The recessed arcade entrance creates shadows and draws the eye into the
building

Large glass shopfronts add visual interest and makes visible the active ground
floor use

The first floor was used for the social good - YMCA & Co op

A shop feels like public space

As a bank

The addition of the stonework creates a more defensive ground floor elevation to
convey a sense of solidity and security - “trust us with your money”

The threshold between inside and outside is clearly defined to reinforce the idea
of security

The references to a more classical period of architecture reinforce the idea of
time, establishment, trust, reverence

The facade is made to look iconic to reinforce the values of the institution. It’s
not about the people.

A bank feels like private space



Project

EDRM’s design for a series of movable architectural elements to support

the programme of activity for the creation of a pop-up arts space in a

redundant church in Ipswich. The elements allowed the space to be

reconfigured for various uses including stage performances, exhibitions,

social gatherings, etc.

Relevance to the JPC

We would suggest a similar approach for the phase 1 works. The bespoke

architectural elements will not only allow the space to be used efficiently, but

will give the JPC a distinctive contemporary identity.

Reference Type

Design references for Phase 1



Project

EDRM’s design for a pop-up arts space in Felixstowe on a budget of

£10K. The main space behind the shopfront is designed with movable

workspaces that can be closed up and repositioned, or completely

relocated together with a mobile partition to enable the space to be used

for gallery events.

Relevance to the JPC

The JPC venue spaces often need to accommodate diverse uses across its

annual programme and even at different times of the day. Adaptable

architectural furniture can be utilised to maintain flexibility in the use of the

principle spaces.

Reference Type

Design references for Phase 1



Project

An example of CNC cut plywood furniture. We like the understated quality

of plywood and it’s versatility for machining. Extra furniture modules can

be cut as and when needed.

Relevance to the JPC

Standard or bespoke templates can be sent to a local CNC cutting shop and

the resultant flat-pack parts can be constructed on site with relative ease.

Reference Type

Design references for Phase 1

Image source: Opendesk.co.uk



Reference Type

Music festival across multiple venues/ cities.

Sound City - multiple venues in the same town/ city.

Dot to Dot - the same bands playing in different cities.

What we like

Movement of audience members between the venues/ cities brings life and

activity to the public spaces. This movement creates atmosphere and a

collective vibe. There is a feeling of choice between the multiple acts to

choose from.

Relevance to the JPC

The Smokehouse in Ipswich has a capacity of 80 people. By utilising

other existing larger venues under the banner of a single festival, the

Smokehouse retains ownership of its brand and the event becomes

about the host not the host buildings. Similarly, other venues could be

utilised under the JPC banner.

Find out more

soundcityipswich.co.uk/

soundcity.uk.com/

dottodotfestival.co.uk/

https://soundcityipswich.co.uk/
https://www.multi-story.org.uk/
https://www.soundcity.uk.com/
https://www.multi-story.org.uk/
https://www.dottodotfestival.co.uk/
https://www.multi-story.org.uk/
https://www.multi-story.org.uk/


What we like

The use of an intimate space as the backdrop to a music performance as

an alternative to the filming of a performance from a distance in a dark

venue. The image of the Tiny Desk space juxtaposed with the

photographs of John’s home studio makes visible the similarities

described in the article below.

Find out more

www.youtube.com/user/nprmusic

Relevance to the JPC

See the article below.

Reference Type

Digital space.

Innovative use of unconventional spaces to attract

a different audience.

Watch 450 NPR Tiny Desk Concerts: Intimate Performances from The
Pixies, Adele, Wilco, Yo-Yo Ma & Many More.

In times past, happening upon just the right radio station, record store, or
tape trading community were some of the few serendipitous ways of
discovering new music. And in those days, one faithful curator of innovative
new sounds, BBC DJ John Peel, never disappointed. Because of a law
limiting the amount of recorded music radio could play, his name became
synonymous with the hundreds of intimate performances - punk, new wave,
reggae, and other bands - recorded live in his studio. While the “Peel
Sessions” will forever live in legend, the man himself passed away in 2004,
and the musical landscape he helped create has changed irrevocably.

And yet, Peel’s animating spirit lives on, most especially in NPR’s Tiny
Desk Concerts, live in-studio performances recorded “at the desk of All
Songs Considered host Bob Boilen.” Since 2008, Boilen has invited
established and up-and-coming artists alike to his desk, capturing loose,
unguarded, stripped-down, performances that sound like they’re happening
in your living room.

Guitarists unplug, drummers trade their sticks for brushes, and we not only
get to listen to old and new favourites; we get to watch them - like the Pixies
at the top - up close as well. This performance, from 2014, garnered “the
largest crowd we’d ever assembled for a Tiny Desk Concert,” writes Boilen,
and featured newest member Paz Lenchantin trading her bass for violin.

Where the Pixies usually fill arenas with their eerily-quiet-to-deafeningly-
loud songs, the group further up, Dirty Dozen Band, can easily fill public
squares, football fields, and parade routes without stacks of overdriven
amps. Hearing them explode in Boilen’s office with their rambunctious funk
is a real treat, as is the larger-than-life voice of Adele, above, scaled down
to college coffeehouse levels of closeness.

Though Tiny Desk Concerts often showcase pop, hip-hop, folk, country, and
indie stars and even classical stars like Yo-Yo Ma, it just as often introduces
us to musicians we’ve never heard, or seen, before, and gives us the
chance to get to know them without the usual trappings of marketing and
boilerplate PR, or loud, crowded clubs with bad acoustics and no visibility.

The current homepage features a handful of incredibly talented musicians
you’re unlikely to run across in most major venues. At least for now. Had he
lived to see Tiny Desk Concerts, and its preservation of a radio curatorial
tradition, John Peel, I think, would have been proud.

See more performances from The National, Susan Vega, Yusuf Islam/Cat
Stevens, Steve Earle, and many, many more---450 concerts in all---at NPR
Music on Youtube.

Source: Openculture.com. March 28th, 2017

https://www.youtube.com/user/nprmusic


Reference Type

Festival across multiple venues.

What we like

An annual festival held across multiple venues within the Southbank arts

complex, featuring a mix of music, art, performance and film. The festival is

curated by a different artist each year and this keeps the content varied and

fresh.

Relevance to the JPC

We imagine that there would be no shortage of artists willing to curate a similar event at the JPC

every year, perhaps in partnership with MEAL, The Regal and The Mix.

The design and operation of the Royal Festival Hall presents its spaces as quasi-public. The

building feels approachable, democratic and inclusive, all principles that the new JPC building

aspires to be.

Find out more

southbankcentre.co.uk

https://www.southbankcentre.co.uk/whats-on/festivals-series/meltdown
https://www.multi-story.org.uk/
https://www.multi-story.org.uk/
https://www.multi-story.org.uk/


Reference Type

Innovative use of unconventional spaces to attract a

different audience.

What we like

As an arts space on Hackney Downs rail station that 11,000 people

pass through every day.

Find out more

www.bannerrepeater.org/

Relevance to the JPC

Could the JPC broadcast or have some kind of presence at Stowmarket

rail station? Should the JPC ‘experience’ start at the rail station?

https://www.bannerrepeater.org/


Reference Type

Innovative use of unconventional spaces to attract a

different audience.

What we like

The juxtaposition of a orchestra playing classical music in a multi-storey car

park. The unexpected environment encourages curiosity, creates spectacle

and publicity that in turn attracts a new audience. The music is classical, the

venue is utilitarian, and by reframing the music within this urban space it

takes on new meaning.

Find out more

www.multi-story.org.uk/

Relevance to the JPC

How can different spaces beyond the JPC be used for performances to

attract a new audience?

https://www.multi-story.org.uk/


Reference Type

Innovative use of unconventional spaces to attract a different

audience.

What we like

A traditional theatre is introverted and turns its back on the street.

This proposal turns that idea on its head and creates a spectacle by

taking ownership of the public realm.

Find out more

www.matthewmazzotta.com/storefront-theater

Relevance to the JPC

Opportunities for film screenings on Market Place, perhaps

borrowing a tractor from MEAL to tow the screen!

“The Storefront Theatre is a
pioneering social initiative at the
intersection of community life
and sustainability. It is a unique
event space that transforms
Main Street into an outdoor
theatre by using an abandoned
storefront wall in downtown
Lyons as its site. The wall is
modified with two hydraulic
cylinders so that the awning and
false front fold down over the
sidewalk with the push of a
button, providing seating for
100. Both the seats and the
screen retract and disappear
when not in use, giving the
impression that there is nothing
unusual in this town, leaving
only word-of-mouth accounts for
inquiring visitors.”

https://www.matthewmazzotta.com/storefront-theater
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What we like

An intimate online musical experience featuring a curated
line up of established and less established artists. The
audience figures are huge - see image below - and the
content is viewed across the world.

Find out more

www.youtube.com/user/nprmusic

Relevance to the JPC

The potential to record and publish all events - not just
music - online with the potential to earn revenue from
advertising on YouTube.

Reference Type

Digital space.

Innovative use of unconventional spaces to
attract a different audience.

https://www.youtube.com/user/nprmusic


What we like

Other online examples of videos of music performances.
There are many other examples of videos and live streaming
of other art events and performances.

Find out more

www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/p01029mq/radio-
1s-live-lounge

www.kexp.org/watch/

Relevance to the JPC

It is interesting to compare the style and atmosphere of the
Live Lounge videos to the Tiny Desk Concerts. We are of
the view that the TDC are more intimate, personal and
warm.

Reference Type

Digital space.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/p01029mq/radio-1s-live-lounge
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/p01029mq/radio-1s-live-lounge
https://www.kexp.org/watch/


What we like

A very well constructed website. The theme of guests selecting
records keeps the collection relevant. The diversity of
commissions brings the collection to a new audience.

Relevance to the JPC

Having this content on the current JPC website would be a
fantastic addition, not least to bring new audiences to the
JPC website and the venue.

Reference Type

John Peel Archive

Find out more

www.johnpeelarchive.com/boxes

http://www.johnpeelarchive.com/boxes.html


What we like

An intimate view into John’s home studio and record collection.
This video conveys the passion of the visiting DJ’s and the use
of sampling to introduce old music to a new audience.

Video by First Word Records

Relevance to the JPC

Linking to content produced by others can’t do the
JPC any harm in terms of attracting traffic back to
their own website.

Reference Type

Video.

Find out more

www.youtube.com/watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEgEoV1ff9M


Reference Type

Digital space.

What we like

A digital archive of all things Radiohead for their everyday
and obsessive fan base. The site has content of all types
including material never seen/ heard before. It gives fans the
opportunity to reprint old band tee shirts on demand.

Find out more

www.matthewmazzotta.com/storefront-theater

Relevance to the JPC

A digital archive with global reach that offers additional
material in addition to the musical content. The John Peel
archive project could be added to with the creation of
online ‘museum’ as an alternative to the use of physical
space.

https://www.matthewmazzotta.com/storefront-theater


What we like

How to create intimacy at a global scale. Attributes very
similar to John’s broadcasting style.

Find out more

www.youtube.com/user/nprmusic

Relevance to the JPC

The potential to grow the JPC brand and to earn money
while they sleep.

Reference Type

Digital space

Innovative use of unconventional spaces to
attract a different audience.

SMALL SPACE

£
Tiny Desk

Intimate
Human scale

Authentic
Personal
Detailed

Personable
Un-pretentious

Natural
Democratic - all artists perform in the same space

regardless of their status

Benefits

Revenue earned from YouTube channel
Brand growth
Desire to visit the small space to experience the Aura

Benefits to performers

Bigger bands attracted by the idea of a ‘JPC Session’ that is
live-streamed or viewable online on demand?
Playing to an audience bigger than the physical space
allows

Share of YouTube revenue to band for certain time period?

Production of content for the JPC website

Internet

Sharing
Connectivity
Communication
Global audience
Lower overheads than physical space

So. About that whole "selling tickets" thing.

For the first time ever, we've officially opened the Tiny Desk to members of the public, as part of
what we're calling the Tiny Desk Festival. For four straight evenings — Oct. 28-31 — we're hosting
sold-out crowds (tickets for all four shows were gone in fewer than five minutes) and surprising
fans with a different unannounced guest each night. The music begins at 7 p.m. ET / 4 p.m. PT.

The good news for you, dear reader, is that all Tiny Desk Fest performances will stream live on
NPR.org, and eventually be archived for posterity.

We hope you'll join us for our latest Tiny Desk experiment, which promises to be a warm and
wonderful four-night feast of musical surprises. Don't disappoint your future self by missing it,
OK?

Source: Tiny Desk website

How the experience of a ‘virtual’ space leads to the desire to visit a ‘real’ space. Another example
is where fans visit sites used as locations in their favourite films.

BIG SPACE

VS

Band

Band

Audience

Audience + Online Audience

RADIO
PHYSICAL SPACE = attracting bands = one moment in time = limited to ticket sales = limit to bar sales, merchandise, etc.

AURA

AURA + REPRODUCTION

ONLINE SPACE = timeless = unlimited audience = unlimited sales

IN TERMS OF REVENUE POTENTIAL

https://www.youtube.com/user/nprmusic


What we like

The latest generation of young people are spending more and
more time socialising in virtual space. This opens up
opportunities in an age where touring and travelling are impacting
the environment and in the context of recently introduced social
distancing practices.

Relevance to the JPC

Broadcasting on the internet - such as an online-based
radio station - has greater potential to reach bigger and
more diverse audiences.

Find out more

www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-trending

Reference Type

Alternative approaches to youth online
broadcasting

Many younger people are engaging with music within the
gaming environment. We wonder how long it will be before
other art mediums explore this potential space.

A radio station doesn’t necessarily need to be limited by four
walls. Ipswich Community Media recently received a grant to
purchase and equip a mobile radio van for IO Radio so that they
could take the station out into the community. The image above
is of Soho Radio’s van.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-trending-47116429



